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the fantastic four discover they have become the target of an intergalactic terrorist group that is
plotting to steal their power to rule the universe. they are forced to team up with an alien surfer
named silver surfer. the team must fight to keep their secret identities a secret, while also learning
to work together and trust each other. after defeating von doom, the fantastic four can really enjoy
life more. all four are now comfortable with their new powers. the thing and johnny storm now get
along with each other, and sue storm is now planning to be mrs. fantastic. galactus, an evil creature
in space, has decided that earth is its new target, and sends the silver surfer to destroy it. reed
richards and his team must now work together to capture this surfer and even must now team up
with one individual who they didnt expect to help. the fantastic four learn that they arent the only
super-powered beings in the universe when they square off against the powerful silver surfer and the
planet-eating galactus. imdb ratings: 5.6/10 genres: action, adventure, fantasy size: 291mb
language: hindi + english quality: 480p bluray director: tim story writers: don payne, mark frost
stars: ioan gruffudd, jessica alba, chris evans movie plot: fantastic four rise of the silver surfer 2007
dual audio hindi dubbed full 300mb movie download: the fantastic four learn that they arent the only
super-powered beings in the universe when they square off against the powerful silver surfer and the
planet-eating galactus.
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In the show, the Fantastic Four receive a distress call about a ship that has crashed near San
Francisco. Kitty Pryde heads to the location, but the crew on the ship has gone missing. [11] The cast
at the San Diego Comic Con teased during the panel that the Kree Empire would be a major villain in
the show, and Karen Gillan confirms on Twitter that they might be a major antagonist. In the episode

"Brave New World", a disaffected member of the Kree Empire, the Supreme Intelligence, finds out
that humanity is planning to attack, and plans to defeat it first. In the episode, "They Came From

Another Universe," a splinter group of the Kree Empire, led by the Supreme Intelligence, has become
a reality-hopping menace that the Fantastic Four must face. In the episode "Feat," the Kree and

Skrulls have a secret alliance and are working together to conquer the Earth. When in the episode
"When Dimensions Collide" a mysterious force transports the Fantastic Four into a multiverse and

"saves" them from a death trap. The team learns they need to battle the Space Jumper, a member of
an alien race that is shrinking to destroy the multiverse. In the other dimension, they see their

former planet destroyed, and realize that they've been transported into their own reality (Earth-616).
After a battle with the aforementioned Space Jumper, the team goes back to their reality, returning
their powers. In the season finale, "Homecoming," Doctor Doom reveals his secret identity as Victor

Von Doom. The Invisible Woman thinks that their son Franklin is actually Ben Grimm, as he is seen in
a faraway grave. Ben was in fact found living in the 1950s on another reality (Earth-One), and the
Invisible Woman wants to return to their reality to meet him. In the end, Doctor Doom reveals that

Ben Grimm is not Ben Grimm's son, but in fact Ben Grimm's twin, Victor. Victor and Ben were
conceived by an alien life form. Victor was born male, and Ben was born female. Victor was born in

the reality the team was in, as a Skrull would not have been able to survive the atmosphere.
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